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New Years Day Tour

The Fred Williams Tractor and Farm Equipment Tour
On January 4th, Shirley and I started out early in the morning, heading down to
Riverside to pick up Tom and Judy Spurlin. After coffee and donuts, it was off to
Alan and Karolina Porch’s, to add them to the group.
Rudy Perez of the Temecula A's invited our club to participate on a tour to the Fred
Williams Tractor Collection in Nuevo. Rudy had seen the collection and said it is
fantastic.
We met other drivers at Corky’s Kitchen and Bakery in Perris for a quick drivers
meeting and directions. Our destination was the Fred Williams tractor and farm
equipment in Hemet. Other clubs that participated were the Orange Blossom A's,
Palomar A's and another special interest Ford Club. There were 28 Model A's, 9
special interest cars and 14 modern vehicles with over a hundred people attending
the tour.
The elder Fred Williams moved to Perris from the Ozarks 70 years ago.
Through four generations, Williams & Sons has been a mainstay in
Perris, first raising potatoes and trucking, and since 1986, onions.
The company has worked as many as 1,600 acres with packing houses
in Imperial, Lancaster and Bakersfield. There were times when the
Williams’ onion growing-operations produced 25,000 of 50-pound bags
of red, white and yellow onions a day. Along the way, the Williams’
mechanized the harvesting process, almost eliminating backbreaking
manual labor. Fred Williams, 59, started farming at age 17, following in
his grandfather’s and father’s footsteps, and doing custom harvesting of
mostly onions of other growers as well. He sold his business interests to his son, Ryan, and made him
set up his own shop so Fred could turn his shop near Hemet into a place to restore tractors. A “John
Deere man” he has over four dozen green and yellow tractors and, in honor of his father, Paul, a few red
International Harvesters.
The tour to the tractor collection was impressive. We walked through 3
large buildings full of mostly John Deere tractors that were totally
restored. There was approximately 100 tractors in each building. It was a
incredible collection where every tractor was totally restored to working
order. Each tractor was painted, with new tires in an impeccably clean
environment. The floor of his shop is the cleanest you’ve ever seen and
the condition of the tractors so showroom perfect that the new tires alone
could run a restorer a couple hundred thousand dollars. I was so
impressed because this was one of the best displays and cleanest
buildings I have ever seen.
We were impressed that a single person would devote that much energy and money to a hobby. I know
there are people who do the same thing with Model A’s. They want to make their Model A just exactly
the way Henry made it. I admire them for their devotion to excellence and detail. But I don't think they
take these "high point" cars on tours. Our club is a touring club where we modify our A's so we can drive
them. Neither hobby is better than the other, just different.
After the tour, many returned to Corky's for lunch, however some of us decided on Mexican food at
Tarasco's instead. After a couple of hours of catching up, eating and drinking margaritas, we headed
home.
Thanks to Rudy and Lori Perez for putting on a fantastic tour. Everyone had a great time. It was only
January 4th, and we might have had the highlight tour of the year!
Written by and photos from Phil Messenger, Temecula Valley A's, Palomar Model A Ford Club
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The Paradise Valley Model A Ford Club is a chartered club affiliated with the national organization, Model A
Ford Club of America (MAFCA). The PVMAFC is dedicated to perpetuating the memories of early automobiles
by encouraging their history, collection and use. Our Chapter is committed to supporting the community
through active participation in a variety of activities. PVMAFC encourages its members to also join MAFCA.

President’s Message
reetings Club Members

Officers
President - Richard Bronstrup
Vice President - Earl Aceves

February is traditionally our
clubs
Past
Presidents
month. Since our club was
formed in the 60s, we have
seen numerous leaders in
our group. Some of those have passed on,
but their memories are still with us. I’d like to
thank all of our past presidents for their
dedication to our club and the Model A hobby.

Treasurer - Dan Deane

Hope everyone can bring their sweetheart
and Model A Ford to Jovi’s‘s on February 15th
for our next Take Your Honey To Brunch.

Historian - Edna & Ron Blackwell

Also, remember to mark your calendars for
the San Diego Swap Meet that’s coming up
the end of February, (21 & 22).
See you at our meeting on February 11th.

Richard Bronstrup
President

Secretary - Monica Dirac

Board Members
Member-at-Large - Mike Kaminski
Member-at-Large - Laura Northrop
Member-at-Large - Tom Valdez

Committee Directors
Hubley Derby - Vacant
Installation / Holiday Banquet - Vacant
MAFCA Rep - Vacant
MAFCA Reporter - Vacant
Membership - Edna & Ron Blackwell
Model A-pparel - Laura Northrop
Parades & Events - Vacant
Phone / E-Mail - Michael Kaminski
Photographer - Michael Kaminski

Birthdays
01 Feb - Mary Serrano
02 Feb - Doug Solberg
03 Feb - Marilyn Bauer
04 Feb - Bryan Glidewell
04 Feb - Naomi Rhoda
08 Feb - Tom Spurlin
13 Feb - Carol Jackson
15 Feb - Jeanene Buchanan
22 Feb - Barbara Yost

Anniversaries

Raffles - Earl Aceves
Refreshments - Nancy Aceves
Sponsorship - Vacant
Sunshine - Nancy Aceves
Swap Meet - Richard Bronstrup
Tech - Vacant
TYHTB - Vacant
Tour Coordinator - Vacant
Webmaster / Editor - Michael Kaminski

06 Feb - Wilham, Carlos & Lina
14 Feb - Rasmussen, Craig & Julie
14 Feb - Sandefur, Mark & Julie
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Call to Order - Richard Bronstrup called the meeting to order at 7:14pm, at Ronald McDonald
House, 11365 Anderson St., Loma Linda CA 92354, followed by the Flag Salute.
Minutes – Monica Dirac – Monica read the November minutes from the December Steering
Column.
Treasurer’s Report – Dan Deane – We have $6,410.17 in the bank. Sheri Racobs will hand
over all the documents to Dan after the meeting.
Birthdays and Anniversaries - Sheri Bronstrup acknowledged the January birthdays and
anniversaries.
Sunshine - Nancy Aceves - Nancy will send a card to Renee Huston, she will be having
surgery on her leg next week.
Swap Meet - Richard Bronstrup will be in charge of the Swap Meet for now. Our Swap Meet
will be held on 26th September. The Board approved changing it to a one-day only event.
Vendors will be allowed in at 6:00am Saturday morning and need to be out by 3:00pm
Tours and Car Shows - 28th March (not 21st as previously stated) Highland Citrus Harvest
Festival - This year we will again not have to pay entry fees and can enter as many cars as we
want. Richard will invite Don Kirtley and the Model T Club to join us.
TYHTB – 18th Jan - Meet at Jenny's at 10:30am and drive your "A" so we can have a mini car
show for our sponsors.
Hubley Derby - We will not have a Derby this year. Richard has been organizing it for 13 years
and would like to step down.
Swingers - Connie Tate - Connie has placed our order but there will be a delay as the owner
has passed away and a new person is taking over.
Historian and Membership - Ron and Edna Blackwell will continue with these positions.
The Club has a lot of committee positions vacant, check the newsletter, we NEED volunteers!!!
Richard will ask Dan Alford if he can help with parades when he is in town.
New Business - In future meetings anyone not wearing their name badge will have to pay the
pig $0.25 - Richard will find a piggy bank. The proceeds will go to a charity to be decided at a
future meeting.
Richard and Cheri attended the MAFCA Southern California Regional Group (SCRG) meeting
and gave them our calendar, i.e. the date of our Swap Meet. This group meets once a year in
January and every Club's president gets a copy of the calendar.
Richard asked the membership how they felt about the location of our General Meeting here at
Ronald McDonald House or whether the majority were interested in looking for a new location at
some time in the future. Another possible location is the Ford Dealership in Redlands. They
would love to have us but they would have to move all the cars out of the show room. We
figured this would get old and cumbersome after a few months. The Club has met at Ford
Dealerships in the past. Richard asked for a vote on how many members would like to find a
new location.
Next month is Presidents Day and Richard will ask the past presidents to say a few words.
Most of the members have already seen the past presidents' books except for Phil's, not every
one had a chance to see it at the Installation Banquet so Richard will ask him to bring it to the
meeting.
Richard placed a box on the table to collect donations for Earl's son; his house and everything
in it burned down on 20th December. Earl's four year old grandson was watching TV and woke
the family up at 1:00am. They all escaped and Earl Jr. managed to grab his clarinet on the way
out. The fire started in a wall and burned fast. The four bands of Earl Jr.'s friends will be having
a fundraiser at the VFW hall in Riverside.
Sponsors - Tom Valdez has checked with Mr. Jim Lotito from the Mill Creek Cattle Company.
He will send us a sponsorship check. We already have our reservations for our Installation
Banquet on 13th December.
Membership - Ron Blackwell requested all members to check their entry in this year's roster
and then put a check by your name.
Raffle Tickets - Earl is selling tickets for our 50/50 drawing.
Earl's son Eric and his six kids were in a Verizon commercial.
Richard thanked for the refreshments
Adjourn – The meeting adjourned at 8:12pm.
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02 Feb Sun - Superbowl, Miami, Fla
04 Feb Tue 10am - Board Meeting

Carl's Jr. 4424 University Parkway, San Bernardino
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11 Feb Tue 7pm - General Meeting

Ronald McDonald House 11365 Anderson Street, Loma Linda

14 Feb Fri - Valentine’s Day
15 Feb Sat 10:30am - TYHTB Jovi’s Diner
123 North E Street, San Bernardino

21~22 Feb Fri~Sat - BIG 3 Auto Parts Exchange

Fri 8am~5pm, Sat 8am~3pm. There is no charge to the general public to attend this event at
SDCCU Stadium - San Diego County Credit Union (old Qualcomm or Jack Murphy Stadium),
San Diego However, there is a $10 stadium parking fee—but free with handicap placard. This is
the biggest and best swap meet in California. If you need parts for your ‘A’, this is the place to
find them. Bring our Swapmeet flyers and help pass them out.

03 Mar Tue 10am - Board Meeting

Carl's Jr. 4424 University Parkway, San Bernardino

08 Mar Sun - Daylight Saving Time Begins - Clocks are turned forward
10 Mar Tue 7pm - General Meeting
Ronald McDonald House 11365 Anderson Street, Loma Linda

28 Mar Sat 10am - Highland Citrus Harvest Festival

Church Ave and Main St. Highland.
Meet 7:30am for breakfast at Jenny's Dinner 7750 Palm Ave, Highland
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29 Marth Sun - Orange County Pancake Breakfast

The 59 pancake breakfast sponsored by the Orange County Model A Club will take place at
the same location - Hart Park. 701 S. Glassell St., Orange.
Pancakes, sausage, eggs, juice & hot coffee served from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM. Adults $7.00,
Children (2-10 yrs.) $4.00. There will be many raffle opportunities. Over 300 Model A’s will be
on display. Be sure to drive your Model A.
Remember to bring return address labels to put on your drawing tickets and bring your chairs.
Meet 6:45am at La Sierra Metrolink station to convoy down.

07 Apr Tue 10am - Board Meeting

Carl's Jr. 4424 University Parkway, San Bernardino

12 Apr Sun - Easter
14 Apr Tue 7pm - General Meeting

Ronald McDonald House 11365 Anderson Street, Loma Linda

16~18 Apr Thu~Sat CCRG - Central California Regional Group Jamboree
24~26 Apr Fri~Sun - National Orange Show - Orange Pavilion Bldg
Enter at 4pm Fri 24 Apr at the E St. gate
Friday 5pm - 11pm
Saturday 12pm - 11pm
Sunday 12pm - 11pm
P a r a d e - 2pm Sat 25 Apr. Join us for the parade
F i r e w o r k s - 8 p m Sat 25 Apr

Rely on the Website for the most current information

Monthly meetings are held at 7:00pm on the second Tuesday of each month
(except August and December which are at a different place and time)
Inland Empire Ronald McDonald House
11365 Anderson Street
Loma Linda, CA 92354
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he Hard Luck 'Bone Award' is given to a non-operable car during a
Club event - even if it is repaired and continues in the event. The
Bone is given in good "fun" and is to be displayed on the cars bumper
until awarded to another vehicle. Currently it is held by Ron Blackwell.

Time to Repair the Electrical System
by Chris Wickersham

It is the beginning of a new year and it may be a
good time to address some questions that have
often come up involving the electrical system of
our Model A’s. The electrical system as Henry
designed it is quite simple and when new, our
cars were reliable, dependable and required little
maintenance. After years of poor repairs and
amateur modifications, many owners find their
Model A’s are not very reliable and are prone to
refusing to run at the most inconvenient time. If
your Model A fits in this category, it may be time
to overhaul the electrical system. While very
good information is available in the Les Andrews
series of repair manuals, the following are some
tips that may help.
Purchase good quality wiring
harnesses from one of the major
parts suppliers. Do not look for
the cheapest price but the best
quality. If you are using turn
signals, main wiring harnesses
are available that incorporate the
additional wires required for turn
signals and you won’t have to add
them later. Besides the main
harness and the harness from the
junction box to the instrument panel, there is
other wiring that also may need to be replaced.
Be sure to inspect the headlight, cowl light, tail
light sockets and replace or rewire as necessary.
If you have a good soldering iron, some rosin
core solder and a little wire, you can rewire the
sockets yourself. The result will be better than
some of the poor quality replacement
components available. Also, do not forget about
the wire in the
center of the horn
rod and the ignition
switch to distributor
cable. A kit is
available for the
horn rod but if you
are using an original
Pop-Out
Ignition
Switch, you may
want to have an
expert rebuilt this component. Other wiring that
may be in need of replacing is the wiring for an
electric windshield wiper and interior dash and
dome lights. At this time, also consider installing
a fuse assembly to help protect the electrical

system from damage should a short circuit
occur. Just be sure to carry extra fuses with you.
Battery cables are also part of the electrical
system. You will find good quality cables from a
major supplier are sized correctly and will fit
better than generic cables that you will find at
your local auto parts store. This may also be a
good time to install a master electrical
disconnect switch and an
extra ground cable from the
battery
frame
ground
connection
to
the
engine/transmission
assembly. If you need to
replace
the
battery,
consider an Optima battery.
While a little more expensive, Optima batteries
will hold a charge a lot longer, have
more cold cranking amps and can
last as long as 12-14 years before
needing to be replaced.
Other components of the electrical
system that may need to be rebuilt or
replaced are the starter, generator
and distributor. If these components
are not in good order, you will never
experience the reliability that was
originally designed into your Model
A. Parts and information is readily available for
those owners who want to rebuild these
components themselves or rebuilding services
are available from the better parts suppliers. If
you want to install an alternator, one with 30
amp output and positive ground work well and
do not require modifications to your stock wiring.
Alternators with higher output will require
modifications. It is not necessary to convert your
car to 12 volts if the original 6 volt electrical
system is in good condition.
The Model A horn may be the most important
component on the car. There is nothing that
identifies with the Model A Ford more than the
sound of a good operating “Ahooga” horn. I find
when driving my Model A, there will often be
someone who wants me to honk the horn. Most
of the time, a good careful cleaning and
lubrication of the motor is all that is necessary to
restore a horn to operating condition. For a horn
that may need more extensive repair, rebuild kits
are available or you can send your horn to one
of the experts for a major overhaul. A Model A is
not a Model A without a good operating Ahooga
horn.

Jan 13, 1929 Wyatt Earp died in LA, CA

Born in Illinois in 1848, he served as a lawman in
Wichita and Dodge City, Kansas, as well as
Tombstone, Arizona Territory, where Wyatt and
his brothers Morgan and Virgil were notorious for
violent clashes with outlaws. Western historians
have disagreed about the particulars of Wyatt
Earp's life, but he is said to have been a
freighter-teamster, railroad construction worker,
policeman, prisoner, saloon keeper and horse
farmer, and he was involved in several
gunfights--for reasons that may or may not have
been related to law enforcement.
After a Midwestern childhood, he headed to
California by wagon train as a teen. After the
American Civil War broke out in 1861, Earp ran
away from the family farm and tried to join the
Union Army; however, his father found him and
brought him home. In 1864, the Earps left Iowa
and ventured west by wagon train. Along the
way, the travelers had to contend with Indian
raids and Wyatt reportedly witnessed his first
gunfight. By the end of 1864, the Earps reached
San Bernardino, California, where Wyatt labored
on his father’s new farm then hauled freight and
worked in railroad camps.
Earp met fellow gambler John Henry “Doc”
Holliday in Texas in 1878. Earp and Holliday
became friends on the Texas gambling circuit in
the late 1870s, and Doc participated in the
gunfight at the OK Corral in 1881.
The famous OK Corral gunfight took place on
the afternoon of October 26, 1881, in a lot
behind the OK Corral, when Earp and his
brothers Morgan and Virgil, along with Doc
Holliday, confronted cattle-thieving brothers Billy
and Ike Clanton and Frank and Tom McLaury.
When Morgan was killed, Wyatt avenged his
death by killing Frank Stilwell, an outlaw he had
previously arrested.
Afterward, the Earps and Holliday were arrested
for murder. In late November 1881, they were
exonerated in court. A month later, gunmen tried
to murder Virgil Earp outside a Tombstone
saloon; he survived but sustained serious
injuries to one arm.
Earp died at his home in Los Angeles, possibly
of chronic cystitis, on January 13, 1929, at age
80. His longtime companion Josephine (she
called herself Josephine Earp, although there’s
no record they ever were married) had his
cremated remains buried at a cemetery in
Colma, California. Earp, who had no children,
was the last surviving participant of the OK
Corral gunfight. In his later years, he consulted
on Hollywood westerns and gotten to known
various directors and actors (including Marion
Morrison aka John Wayne).
Cowboy stars William S. Hart and Tom Mix
served as pallbearers.

Blast from the Past
From our Mar 1963 newsletter
(sic erat scriptum, "thus was it written") So spelling is not this Editors fault

Did You Know
If all of California’s registered automobiles were
lined up bumper to bumper, they would make a
stalled traffic lane 25,000 miles long!
There are (in 1962) 7,549,332 registered
automobiles in California and 1,135,161 trucks!
Maybe this is why the freeway traffic sometimes
gets heavy!
And for the rest of the story For 2018 there are:
25,646,228 Automobiles
857,677 Motorcycles
511,792 CVRA Trucks (Commercial Vehicle
Registration Act)
5,286,647 Non-CVRA Trucks/Coml. Vehicles
2,122,794 PTI Trailers (Permanent Trailer
Identification)
434,671 Trailer Coach/CCH CA Based
92,036 IRP Trucks (International Registration Plan)
*****
Believe it or not, for once I'm without words, and
for me that's unusual, or so I've been told, but
how do you find words to express your thanks
for all that this gang did for us?
I hope all of you know how very much we do
appreciate all your help in getting us moved
back. It’s great to be back among people like we
have here in our “A” Club.
People say that the times when people helped
each other are gone but they should buy an “A”
and join the Paradise Valley Model “A” Club Inc.
and find out how wrong they are. I may even go
so far as to behave myself during the meetings
to show my appreciation!
Signed
Bill Hendricks and family.

The Paradise Valley Model A Ford Club (PVMAFC), was founded in 1960, and serves the Model A Ford hobbyists in
the Inland Empire area of Southern California. PVMAFC is a chapter of the Model A Ford Club of America (MAFCA), is
a non-profit organization whose purpose is to serve as a medium in the exchange of ideas, information and parts for
enthusiasts of the Model A Ford, and to aid members and other enthusiasts in their efforts to restore and preserve the
car in its original likeness. The Steering Column is the newsletter of the PVMAFC, published monthly. The
organization disclaims any liability for the technical information provided herein. The material published is the opinions
of the authors and not those of the organization. We invite all those interested in the Model A Ford to join us.
Ownership of a Model A Ford is not required. Membership includes a subscription to the newsletter. Material in the
Steering Column may be used in other publications provided credit is given for the source.
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Model A - pparel 1931

“Domestic Engineering” for 1922 published an
article titled “Pleasing Your Best Customer”. It
begins with the line “Her name is Woman.” The
article gives the advice to “Keep on the right side
of the women and you will keep on the right side
of the ledger” and “Give them something to talk
about. Have the women of your
community talk for you instead of
against you.” The idea is to make
things a spectacle to behold. Staff,
attending to shoppers’ needs, were
that spectacle for department stores
in the Model A Era, and it would be
how one store would compete against
the others. By the 1880s, women
working
in
department
stores
increased more than in any other job.
By the 1890s department store staff
were mostly working class and
female. In the 1920s, as the
competition for attractive, stylish
saleswomen increased, being a sales
clerk was one of the three female
occupations available for middle class
women. This independent income had
a social price, however, as it began
the concept that independent women were
disreputable. Independent women, with flashy
styles in the 1920s were degraded as flappers.
Others were thought of as suffragettes,
liberationists, or man-haters, even though that
was not very likely to be true. One influential lady
of the time, who started as a sales clerk in
Macy’s millinery department, was Lilly Daché.
She definitely dressed the flappers in flashy
styles and gave her customers something to talk
about. After Macy’s Daché bought and designed
her own hat store in an eight story building with
circular sales rooms. Described as a homely
child with a thin face, strong facial features,
green eyes, straight red hair framing her face,
and eccentric habits. Those habits included
conducting business from her bed, dictating
letters and interviewing employees while
wrapped in a leopard-skin rug lined with
shockingpink felt, or sometimes from the modest
depths of a neck-high bubble-bath. Daché's hats
were among the most outrageous available. She
was who stacked Carmen Miranda's towering
turbans with birds and fruit, and yet more birds,
and more fruit. Still, that was, at the time, a sign
of eminent practicality. Ladies, especially during
the Depression, could not afford new wardrobes,
but they could afford a new hat to update an old
outfit, and if they couldn’t afford a new hat, they
could add a ribbon, a feather, or a paper flower
to an old hat. Diann Eason on the MAFCA Era
Fashions Committee posted an article on Daché
titled Cloche Hats with Flair and Style with
several pictures and recommendations for how a
Daché or a Carolyn Reboux designed hat can

be altered to better suit the wearer and the
season. New Yorker’s fashion editor Lois Long
wrote, “Any woman who has faultless taste, a
reasonable amount of time to spend on her
shopping, and a good figure, can dress, and
dress very well, for a ridiculously small amount
of money. If you have taste, you can
tell where to remove or to add an
ornament, where to take in a dress or
let it out .. and thereby avoid looking
like the little girls that pour out into
Forty-second Street at the lunch
hour…Some of the best women I
know, haunt Stewart’s, where they
occasionally find an evening dress
costing less than fifty dollars that can
be made, with little effort, to look like
one costing three times that amount;
they journey to the economy floor of
Russek’s; to Adevon’s; and to the
cheap dress departments of Macy’s or
Gimbel’s or Saks-Herald Square.” The
era was a time of wild parties and
extravagance,
but
rather
than
intending to show off their liberation
and carefree craziness, most women
dressed for comfort, beauty, and as
economically as they could devise it. With premade clothes or dresses “off the rack”
department stores catered to more practical
women; especially women who wanted to look
attractive for men, not suffragettes. Another
modern misconception can be traced back to
department stores as well. Women in the early
decades of the 20th Century, who would go
downtown unaccompanied might need a place to
relieve themselves. Not having friends’ homes at
which to make a call, they might stop in
department stores because they would provide
not only toilet stalls, but rooms with couches and
tables in which a lady could remove layers of
uncomfortable clothing without witnesses and
“rest” thus “rest rooms” But, with these women,
taking so much time inside compared to their
male counterparts, they could get reputations for
being gossips and or shopaholics. Movies,
mostly written, produced, and directed by men,
might foster these ideas, without appreciating
that department stores frequently had nice
restaurants, hair salons, and restrooms that
even served tea, as marketing ploys. Restrooms
could also be hideaways for a breastfeeding
mother. None of which a scriptwriter ever
included. So, people might look at the ladies of
the era as crazy as eccentric fashion designers,
but that was not the case for the customers, nor
actually for many fashion designers, The
customers were mostly trying to be practical and
the designers were trying to please their best
customer, a woman, and to make her experience
something to behold.

Support Our Sponsors

2019

2020-01-18 TYHTB – Jenny’s Diner

January 18th the Alford‘s, Ballard‘s, Blackwell‘s, Bronstrup‘s,
Monica Dirac and John, John Houston, Laura Northrop and the
Tate‘s all met for breakfast at Jenny’s Diner in Highland for the
monthly Take Your Honey To Brunch. There were 4 Model A’s at
this event.

Committee Chairs Positions
These Committee Chair Positions remain unfilled:
Installation / Holiday Banquet
Parades & Events
Sponsorship
Tech
TYHTB
Tour Coordinator
These are important positions. If you would like to know
more about these committees please contact our President.
These chairs need to be occupied. Please support our Club.

PVMAFC
Milestone Anniversaries
60 Years
Carlstrom, Gene (Lorraine)
Hendricks, Lori
50 Years
Bauer, Marilyn (Norm)
Johnson, Virginia
Weeks, Blanche (Robert)
35 Years
Jackson, Jim & Carol
10 Years
Aceves, Earl & Nancy
Dirac, Monica

The Paradise Valley Model A Ford Club accepts advertisements from all businesses related to our hobby or club. The
current rate is $35 per year. This includes your business card in this newsletter and on our website, and includes a link
to your website if available. Sponsorship fee is payable in advance for a (1) year minimum advertising agreement. If
renewal fee is not received, ad will be cancelled. If you are interested in becoming a sponsor of the Paradise Valley
Model A Ford Club please visit the ‘Sponsors’ page on our website at PVMAFC.org and see the section on sponsorship.

2020-01-04 New Years Tour
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